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Abstract—Underwater turbines are an interesting solution for
future energy demands. An important design consideration is the
potential for impact with their surrounding natural environment.
This work focuses on the dynamic event of impact with a large
sea creature, the minke whale is chosen as a test case as it is
a well-established species in the waters being considered. The
simulation goals are to capture the macroscopic event of whale
to turbine impact whilst both are submerged in fluid, with the
primary focus being the hydrodynamic effects of the fluid on the
whale.

A particle based elastic modelling technique named lattice
spring modelling (LSM) that is well suited to implementation on a
graphics processing unit (GPU) is presented, this is coupled with
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to create the SPH-LSM
method. The proposed solution offers unique capabilities when
compared to alternatives. This approach dynamically assigns
identity to particles depending upon their current position, with
an interface formed by particles that move according to different
sets of governing equations. The LSM presented aims to capture
a linearly elastic model using first order Hookean response,
however the basic methodology can be used as a framework
to support more complete constitutive models.

The SPH and LSM methods are described and their GPU
implementation detailed, including a method to derive a spring
constant based on a Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. A
test case is provided in the form of a 3-D beam deflection
test and results compared favourably against Timoshenko beam
theory. A preliminary case showing an impact event between a
geometrically realistic minke whale described using LSM and a
rigid rotating turbine is presented, showing the method to be
technically viable.

I. INTRODUCTION

As underwater turbines grow in popularity for harvesting

tidal energy, it becomes necessary to consider potentially

damaging operational events such as impact between the

rotor and surrounding debris and wildlife. Underwater impacts

demand different simulation considerations than those in air

because the damping effect of the surrounding fluid has more

effect, also because of the nature of life that has evolved within

the ocean, impact between a turbine and large creatures of

notable mass is more likely.

This work aims to consider the specific case of impact

between a minke whale and a large underwater turbine. The

minke whale has been chosen as it is the dominant large

species within the considered waters. This initial work aims

to gain an understanding of the macroscopic features of an

impact between whale and turbine and seeks insight into

considerations such as how the impact event will affect the

kinematics of the whale and what influence the fluid dynamics

of the ocean will have, with questions such as is there a

minimum speed that the whale can travel at before it is no

longer swept clear of the turbine due to the wake it creates.

This problem demands a number of simulation elements to

be combined, the whale must be modelled as a deformable

body consisting of a number of material properties (i.e. skin,

blubber and bone), which must be transient throughout the

simulation domain. The surrounding fluid also needs to be

simulated. It is also necessary to be able to model the turbine

and capture the interaction between its moving rotor blades

and the surrounding fluid and whale. While impact modelling

is often undertaken using mesh-based methods, such as Finite

Element Modelling (FEM) [1], [2], the intricacies of this

scenario require a different approach.

For this model, certain simplifications have been assumed.

Primarily this means that the whale is considered to be

homogenous within each of its discrete materials (i.e. all bone

has the same material properties); the model is also designed

such that the whale is considered to be a linearly elastic object

that cannot be fractured. In reality this simplification would

not hold in a number of scenarios, such as when part of the

skeleton breaks or skin tears. In these scenarios a number of

constituent models would be required, such as the Mooney-

Rivlin [3], [4] formulation to capture non-linear hyperelastic

deformation, followed by an appropriate model to capture

plastic deformation as well as a model to determine failure.

Modelling to this level of detail was considered beyond the

scope of this work.

The Lagrangian meshless method smoothed particle hydro-

dynamics (SPH) is used here as the starting point, as its

discrete nature is well suited to the problem. It is able to

capture highly dynamic fluid mechanics, as well as fluid struc-

ture interaction; however the method to simulate a deformable

whale in a manner that can be easily coupled with SPH is

less clear. While there currently exist commercial software

packages that provide general frameworks with which to define

scenarios using SPH and deformable boundaries, their SPH

implementations are not yet sufficiently refined to perform

simulations involving upwards of a million particles within

a reasonable time frame. This is a requirement here due to

the large computational domain demanded by the scale of
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the turbine and whale. The starting point for this work is

therefore the graphics processing unit (GPU) based SPH solver

DualSPHysics [5]. This code is open-source and tested against

cases such as SPHERIC Test-case 2 (3-D Dam-breaking) [5],

importantly it is also able to process models with upwards of

a million particles on modest computing hardware within a

reasonable time-frame.

To enable fluid structure interaction (FSI) between a de-

formable whale and its surrounding fluid, as well as rigid SPH

boundaries, there are two potential approaches. The first is to

utilise a method able to capture linear elastic deformation,

such as Finite Element Modelling (FEM) or the Immersed

Boundary Method (IBM) [6], and then couple this with the

SPH formulation via a boundary method. This was discounted

however, as it was decided that coupling by way of a known

boundary method would introduce extra considerations in

terms of how effectively it captured a moving and deform-

ing boundary, computational considerations were also made

in that the existing DualSPHysics framework consumes the

majority of the processing capacity available within a GPU

and therefore finding a way to incorporate an elastic model

depended upon re-utilisation of the existing structure rather

than the significant addition of a distinct second model. The

option of developing a particle based method was therefore

selected.

The inspiration for this comes from the Lattice Spring

Model (LSM) [7], [8], which involves the interconnection

of rigid bodies in a conceptual lattice and allows material

properties, such as Young’s modulus or Poisson’s ratio to

be used to define elastic behaviour. The lattice is used as a

way to determine neighbour interactions and stress and strain

tensors are solved locally for both normal and shear forces. In

using a particle with associated mass instead of a rigid body

it is possible to take the LSM concept and apply it directly

within an SPH framework. However, when implementing the

method on a GPU it becomes necessary to modify the manner

in which local deformation forces are calculated per particle.

Solving the full stress and strain tensors in a lattice formed

from hundreds of thousands of particles is best avoided as

this constitutes a notable number of sparse matrix operations

per time-step, which in turn introduces an undesirable memory

access pattern for a GPU based solution. The method presented

here uses a methodological simplification by considering only

normal forces and capturing the effects of shear through

the selected lattice, different applications of the method may

wish to restore a more rigorous approach at the expense of

computational overhead.

A novel mechanism to allow particles involved in LSM

computations to interact with SPH fluid and boundary particles

is specified, this is achieved by dynamically defining the

purpose of particles within the simulation such that LSM par-

ticles that fall within the smoothing kernel of an SPH particle

become SPH-LSM. This special type of particle experiences

forces from both the underlying LSM calculations as well

as the Navier-Stokes SPH formulations, thus producing an

intrinsic interface between the two methods.

Results showing the verification of the LSM portion of the

model are provided in the form of a 3-D beam deflection

experiment; where a cantilever beam, discretised at varying

levels and with two associated strengths, is subjected to a

point force and the results compared against Timoshenko

beam theory [9], where good agreement is seen. A more

dynamic case involving interaction between LSM and SPH

particles is also included and shows an impact between a

realistically modelled minke whale and turbine. This initial

case demonstrates the model and forms the basis for future

comparison works with upcoming laboratory data.

This paper is comprised first of a section that describes

the SPH formulations used. This is followed by a section

that provides an introduction to the SPH-LSM method and

then describes its specific detail, including the LSM model,

calculation of global spring and damping constants and how

LSM and SPH are integrated. Two sections follow this, the first

providing beam deflection results and the second the whale to

turbine impact. Finally the method and results are concluded.

II. SPH FORMULATION

The SPH formulations used within this work are unchanged

from those found in the standard release of DualSPHysics,

using weakly-compressible SPH. The formulations solve a

discretised variant of the Navier-Stokes equations for a New-

tonian fluid, designed to conserve momentum and mass for

each particle in the system. The equation for the conservation

of momentum in SPH terms is

D�va
Dt

= −�

b

mb

�

Pb

ρ2

b

+ Pa

ρ2
a

�

�∇aWab + �f + �Θab (1)

where a and b are a particle pair, �v is the velocity, P the

pressure, ρ the density, m the mass, Wab is a distance based

kernel function, �f represents additional external forces such as

gravity and �Θab is a term to represent the effects of viscosity.

While viscous effects are typically handled using an artifi-

cial scheme [10], it is generally accepted that the scheme can

be difficult to quantify in terms of its realism. Models that aim

to define viscous effects realistically have been developed, a

notable example is the laminar scheme [11], which is used

here. The laminar viscosity term replaces �Θab in equation 1

and is written as

�Θab =
�

b

mb

�

4v0 �rab
�∇aWab

(ρa+ρb)|�rab|2
�

�vab (2)

where v0 is the kinematic viscosity.

The smoothing kernel (Wab) used is the quintic Wendland

kernel [13] as it has been shown to better capture fluid

dynamics in some scenarios [12] and is used here to maximise

the potential quality of SPH results.

As the mass of each particle remains constant, density

change is calculated according to the conservation of mass

equation, which can be expressed in SPH form as [10]

Dρa

Dt
=

�

b

mb�vab · �∇aWab (3)
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in order to determine pressure, the model is closed using an

equation of state [14]

Pa = B
��

ρa

ρ0

�γ

− 1
�

(4)

where γ represents the compressibility of the fluid and B =
c2
0
ρ0

γ
, where c0 is equal to the speed of sound at the initial

density ρ0.

Time integration is performed using a second-order explicit

symplectic scheme, consisting of two distinct predictor and

corrector steps [16] and includes the XSPH correction [15].

Variable time-stepping is used to maintain stability. Primarily

this is based on the typical Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL)

condition and forcing terms, however a new criterion is added

to maintain LSM stability, therefore the complete mechanism

is discussed in further detail in Section III-D.

III. THE SPH-LSM METHOD

The SPH-LSM method sees weakly-compressible SPH

combined with a particle based method able to handle elastic

deformation, lattice spring modelling (LSM). LSM is suitable

for this application as it is able to handle deformation due to

stress and strain localised at discrete locations. The method

relies on a conceptual lattice which interconnects bodies or

particles in a pattern suitable to capture deformation in each

of the six degrees of freedom.

The method, as presented here, is also designed specifically

for processing via GPU. This is an important consideration

as the computational demand of combining both SPH and

LSM is significant. The highly parallel nature of the GPU

is ideally suited to solving this problem as long as the elastic

method is also designed to parallelise well (i.e. it relies on

a system of particles that can be considered independently

of each other). Another important consideration that GPU

implementation brings is that of numerical accuracy. Typically

the magnitude of forces involved in an SPH simulation are

reasonable within the precision available according to single

precision floating point. However, solid simulations designed

to capture elasticity can produce significantly higher forces, the

reason for which can be identified when the case of F = EL is

considered where E is a Young’s modulus and L a descriptive

length. Even at a relatively low Young’s modulus of 0.8 GPa

(typical for polyethylene HDPE) and for a small descriptive

length of 0.001 m, the forces involved are likely to be of

the order of magnitude of 1 × 105. One solution for this is

to utilise double precision, however this is undesirable when

programming for the GPU, therefore all work presented uses

compensated summation [19] to reduce floating point round-

off error in both LSM and SPH iterative summation processes.

A. Lattice Spring Modelling

The premise of LSM is to discretise the volume of an

elastic object in to a set of interconnected discrete particles,

each of which represents a portion of the total volume and

therefore carries an associated mass. These move according

to an underlying set of governing equations, in this case the

first-order linear approximation, Hooke’s law (plus a damp-

ing term). The second-order symplectic numerical integration

scheme described in Section II is an appropriate solution for

this.

The most obvious consideration when using this kind of

technique is the form that the lattice takes. As the intention is

to use the functionality of the pre-processing tool that exists

as part of the DualSPHysics package, it is necessary to start

from a point of cubic particle distribution, it is also necessary

that any methods used are able to scale according to different

particle spacings. In a cubic lattice a 3-D volume is comprised

of n particles, which form a set of cubes with side length

equal to L, the particle spacing. The first step therefore is

to connect each of the particles to its nearest neighbours,

these connections allow axial distortion to be captured and

are henceforth named structural connections. In the case of

shear forces, only having structural connections will result in

an object which simply collapses, it is therefore necessary to

also have a way to capture shear.

In work defining a 3-D LSM method based around a

Discrete Element Model, named DLSM [8], Zhao et al. handle

axial and shear forces independently and examine a number of

possible interconnect patterns. They utilise structural connec-

tions to capture axial loads and then add additional connections

specifically to capture shear forces. They experiment with

patterns defined by creating connections for each particle for

all of its neighbours that fall within a distance of
√
2L, they

call this Cubic II. Their work shows that, for cubic based

lattices this layout produces the best results in terms of its

ability to represent Poisson’s ratio. As it is also the connection

pattern with the least redundancy and therefore the least

computational overhead, it is used here. An example of this

pattern can be seen in Figure 1 where the case of 8 particles is

shown in 3-D, producing 12 structural interconnects of length

L and 12 of length
√
2L across each face, only two of which

are shown in the figure for brevity.

Fig. 1. The Cubic II lattice structure for 8 points in a cubic layout. 12

structural connections of length L are shown as solid black lines and 2 of the

12 shear connections of length
√

2L are shown as dotted red lines, with the
rest omitted for clarity.

The lattice is calculated as a pre-processing step before the

simulation evolves. This is achieved using a k-dimensional

tree structure [17] by performing a search around each particle

considered to be part of a set contributing to a single elastic

object. Neighbouring particles found to fall within a radius
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of
√
2L are interconnected, this ensures a computational

complexity of O(n). The resulting lattice is stored as a set

of linked lists suitable for use within a GPU implementation

[18].

Although this work builds on that of the DLSM method,

for reasons mentioned in Section I, it is undesirable to fully

resolve the stress and strain tensors for each particle in the

LSM within this GPU based solution. Therefore the method

handles linear elasticity by considering all interconnects to

be structural and capturing the effects of shear by modifying

a global spring constant locally for each particle based on

the geometric layout of its interconnects, as well as relying

on the interconnect pattern. Due to this, a single spring

constant is calculated according to the algorithm defined for

the DLSM to find the macroscopic normal constant. While this

simplification undoubtedly introduces a compromise between

computational performance and model accuracy, it is deemed

appropriate, as capturing minute deformation is less important

than quickly determining the macroscopic effects of elasticity,

such as the effects on bulk motion.

Calculating the force F that is imposed on each particle due

to any external factors and its interconnects is conceptually

simple in that it follows the basic principle of Hooke’s law

F = −kx, where k is a spring constant and x a change in

distance. The key question is how to derive a local value for k
at each interconnect that will produce the correct global elastic

response for the object as a whole. This is achieved here by

first deriving a set of global spring constants that represent the

entire interconnect system in each direction and then locally

correcting these per particle, also in each direction. The basis

behind this process is the manner in which sets of springs

behave in terms of the strength of a system (i.e. springs in

parallel are additive and those in series deductive), the same

principle holds for sets of dampers therefore the same process

is also applied to find damping coefficients. Calculation of

these values is described further in Sections III-B and III-C,

where they are found according to a set of pre-computed global

constants (kglobal and bglobal) and they are referred to here as

klocal and blocal respectively.

The force F ab is calculated at particle a according to its

connected particles b using

F ab =
�

b

(−[K]barba)−
�

[B]ba(vba · rba)
�

rba
|rba|

��

(5)

where rba is the difference between the position of the two

particles and vba their velocity difference. [K]ba and [B]ba
are diagonal matrices that represent local spring and damping

constants locally to particle a in each direction and can be

described as

[K]ba =





(klocal)x 0 0
0 (klocal)y 0
0 0 (klocal)z



 (6)

[B]ba =





(blocal)x 0 0
0 (blocal)y 0
0 0 (blocal)z



 (7)

As klocal and blocal are derived from the pre-calculated

global values kglobal and bglobal, it is possible for these to

vary per particle. In the case of two particles being connected

and having different global values, the values are averaged

per connection so as to provide a smooth interface within the

model. This provides the ability to define different sections of

an object as having different elastic properties and therefore

enables the functionality to meet the requirement of modelling

a whale comprised of different connected materials.

B. Locally Corrected Spring and Damping Constants

To ensure the spring constant of each particle gives an

appropriate contribution to the global constant, it is necessary

to consider the combinatory effects of systems of springs.

When linked in series, the strength (and therefore the effective

constant keffective), for a system of n springs follows the rule
1

keffective
= 1

k1

+ 1
k2

+ 1
k...n

, therefore in order to ensure the

actual spring constant used is as per the global definition, this

needs to be compensated for by increasing the value of klocal
so that it equals nkeffective, the same applies to dampers in

series.

For the problem presented here it is possible to state that,

for each particle there exists a system of n springs connected

to each other in series, however each does not have an

equal weighting within the system from a force resolution

perspective. This can be resolved by deriving a value for klocal
in each direction and is achieved for each particle a, according

to its neighbours b, using

(klocal)x = (kglobal)x
�

b

|cos((θab)x)| (8)

(klocal)y = (kglobal)y
�

b

|cos((θab)y)| (9)

(klocal)z = (kglobal)z
�

b

|cos((θab)z)| (10)

where kglobal represents the global constants associated with

particle a and �θab is the angle formed between them in each

direction, found according to the direction cosine. While this

is computationally significant in 3-D, it is less so than fully

resolving stress and strain tensors per particle. An important

programming consideration is to ensure that errors in the

calculated angles (i.e. those greater than one or less than zero)

caused by floating point rounding error are determined and

corrected. The same process occurs to determine the local

damping constants blocal.

C. Deriving a Global Spring Constant

In order to be able to capture linear elastic response, it is

necessary to define a global spring constant that describes the

nature of the lattice. In the work of Griffiths & Mustoe [7] and

later Zhao et al. [8], the authors derive a method to correlate

macroscopic material properties, such as Young’s modulus and

Poisson’s ratio, to a microscopic spring constant for resolving

normal elastic forces at each discrete location in the lattice.

The same method is used here but considers the problem

differently so as to allow for the discrepancy introduced by

not considering shear forces directly.

9th international SPHERIC workshop Paris, France, June, 03-05 2014
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Zhao et al. consider the effects of the lattice on the resultant

spring constant by taking the square length of all interconnects

for each discrete location over its volume, they refer to this

value as α3D and use it in the formulation

knormal =
3E

α3D(1−2ν)
(11)

where E is the Young’s modulus and ν the Poisson’s ratio.

In utilising the cubic nature of the lattice as presented here

and considering the LSM as a collection of discrete cubes,

this method can be used to determine the constant of one of

the cubes in the system. Once this value is known the same

principles of how systems of springs relate to each other (as

used in Section III-B) can be applied by considering each

cube to represent a single spring. This simplification is then

utilised to calculate a single global value, in each direction,

that approximates the complete system for any given object.

When calculating the spring density value, it is necessary to

remember that lattice connections are designed to only capture

normal forces, however to ensure that shear is still physically

captured, cross connections of length
√
2L are still present.

These connections do not provide the same force weighting

as structural members (for the reasons seen in Section III-B)

and therefore a modification is needed to account for this. This

is achieved by considering a difference in length between the

different spring types and modifying the volume that the spring

density is taken over. The result (ǫ) is found such that it also

accounts for connections of length
�

(2)L that cross outside

of the given volume at the edge (connections of length L
will always reside within the given volume), this is calculated

according to

ǫ = L

x
√
2L

(12)

where x accounts for the aforementioned edge effects and is

found using x = 1
12

n√

2L

np
in 3-D, where n√

2L is the total

number of interconnects of that length and np the total number

of particles.

In the case of certain objects, such as a rectangular beam,

this process is sufficient, as the elastic response for a beam

with the same dimensions but differing strengths is linear.

However, when considering more complex geometries it is

known that elastic response is not always linear, i.e. in the

case of a sphere response follows E
2

3 [20]. This will vary

depending upon the object being modelled and so it is consid-

ered here to be a case specific shape coefficient and is referred

to as λ. Future work should look to derive this value from the

geometry of the object as part of the process of building the

lattice. The initial value (kinitial) for a given lattice is therefore

found according to

kinitial =

�

3E
�

l2
ab

ǫV
(1−2ν)

�λ

(13)

where
�

l2ab is the sum of the squared length of all lattice

connections, V is the total cubic volume of the object, found

by first counting the number of connections of length
√
3L

(where L is the initial particle spacing) that the lattice forms

and then (in 3-D) dividing this by 8, giving the number of

cubic volumes n, the total volume is then found according to

V = nL3.

This results in a spring constant for a single cubic volume

from the lattice, calculation of kglobal then follows in each

direction. To make the process tenable for any case, this is

performed by first defining a bounding box around the lattice

and then using it to calculate the maximum number of cubic

volumes the geometry produces in any one direction (nv).

This also helps to explain λ as it is needed to account for

complex shapes that do not fit perfectly in to their bounded

domain. A value is derived in each direction by considering

the nature of a 2-D plane taken through the bounding box,

as each degree of freedom of the system has the potential for

acting according to two planes, the average of these values is

taken in order to simplify the calculations needed on the GPU.

It would otherwise be necessary to determine the direction of

motion of a particle to decide which value to use, introducing

undesirable parallel divergence. The values of kglobal are found

according to

(kglobal)x = 1
2

�

(nv)xkinitial

(nv)z
+ (nv)xkinitial

(nv)y

�

(14)

(kglobal)y = 1
2

�

(nv)ykinitial

(nv)x
+

(nv)ykinitial

(nv)z

�

(15)

(kglobal)z = 1
2

�

(nv)zkinitial

(nv)x
+ (nv)zkinitial

(nv)y

�

(16)

D. Combining LSM and SPH

With definitions of the LSM and SPH methods in place,

a mechanism to allow particles governed by one model to

interact with those from the other is needed. One solution is

typical when coupling dissimilar methods to SPH, which is

to introduce boundary particles that represent the outermost

points of the LSM into the SPH simulation, these are then

moved according to the LSM dynamics and also act as a way

to transfer resultant fluid pressure from the SPH simulation to

the LSM. The problem with this approach is finding a way

to implement it such that it introduces little computational

overhead within the GPU. Also of importance is the effect

that the chosen boundary condition will have on the results, the

best way to implement a boundary is not yet fully understood

within the SPH community and one which can both move and

deform provides a significant challenge.

This work therefore offers a different approach by disre-

garding the need for a specific boundary condition to represent

the LSM and instead reusing existing fluid particles to form a

dynamically generated implicit boundary. To handle external

forces, the LSM method requires only a linear force per

particle, which is then transferred through the structure via the

interconnecting lattice. This simplicity allows for a scheme

in which certain particles are treated as belonging to both

simulations and their momentum calculated according to both

sets of governing equations. This does not violate the SPH

method as it introduces an additional external force rather than

alter the underlying method, similarly the same can be said for

the LSM portion as the particles within a weakly-compressible
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SPH simulation maintain a steady mass, therefore the total

mass of the elastic object is preserved as the simulation

evolves.

This is achieved on the GPU by defining a hexadecimal

masking system in which each SPH particle has an identifying

code which when combined, using fast Boolean logic, with

the identifying codes (i.e. LSM) of other particles that fall

within its smoothing kernel, determines the particles type. If

the particle is LSM then it is considered to be SPH-LSM for as

long as it remains within an SPH particle’s smoothing kernel,

after which it becomes LSM again. This process is depicted

in Figure 2 where a simplified 2-D case is considered.

Fig. 2. A 2-D depiction of the SPH-LSM mechanism. The left of the figure
(a) shows an elastic box dropping towards a fluid surface due to gravity.
The right (b) shows the box interacting with the fluid due to the SPH-LSM
particles, which in turn causes the LSM and SPH models to deform and a
further two SPH-LSM particles to be defined as they enter the smoothing
kernels of SPH particles.

Conservation of momentum is performed for each particle

type using

D�va
Dt SPH

= FSPH (17)

D�va
Dt LSM

= �FLSM (18)

D�va
Dt SPH−LSM

= FSPH + �FLSM (19)

where FSPH denotes the right-hand side of Equation 1 and
�FLSM the right-hand side of Equation 5. Conservation of mass

is performed according to

Dρa

Dt SPH
= ρSPH (20)

Dρa

Dt LSM
= 0 (21)

Dρa

Dt SPH−LSM
= ρSPH (22)

where ρSPH denotes the right-hand side of 3. It is important

to note that SPH interactions only occur between SPH and

SPH-LSM particles and not between SPH-LSM particles.

As mentioned in Section II, time-step size is determined

according to a number of stability criteria. These include

those typical to an SPH simulation and one specific to LSM.

The size of time-step taken is determined by the minimum

value derived from all of these and is found according to

min (Cmin (Δtf ,Δtev)ΔtLSM ) where C is the CFL con-

dition and Δtf and Δtev are found according to the force per

unit mass and calculated speed of sound plus viscosity scheme

respectively. These are found according to

Δtf = min
��

h
|fa|

�

(23)

Δtev = mina

�

h

max(Cs)b|h�vab�rab

�r2
ab

|

�

(24)

where h is the smoothing length, fa is the force per unit mass

of the SPH particles and Cs is the currently calculated speed

of sound. The third criteria ΔtLSM is based on the minimum

time-step needed to maintain stability for the simple harmonic

oscillation of an undamped spring, which can be found using

2π
�

m
k

, where k is the spring constant and m the mass.

However, 2π only applies to the case of a simple harmonic

system, therefore this needs to change depending upon the

complexity of the lattice. In this initial work it is defined as a

case specific coefficient ct, recommended to be no larger than

0.1 with a value closer to 0.05.

As the maximum value for a spring constant for a particle

within the system is constantly changing, due to the mech-

anism described in section III-B, also because it cannot be

assumed that the particles associated with a connection will

have the same mass, this is calculated per time-step, after

locally corrected spring constants have been found, using

ΔtLSM = min

�

ct
�

mab

max((klocal)x,(klocal)y,(klocal)z)

�

(25)

where mab is the combined mass of the connected particles

and klocal the local spring constant for a lattice connection.

IV. BEAM DEFLECTION TESTING

To verify the LSM method’s ability to capture linear elastic

deformation a 3-D test case with a well defined analytical

solution is required. This case measures the deflection of a

cantilever beam due to a point force loading on one end for

four levels of discretisation and at two strengths (E = 10 Mpa

and E = 100 MPa), with a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.3. The

case is depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. 3-D beam deflection test case, the problem is shown in 2-D for
simplicity as the beam is formed using an equal height and depth.

The beam has a length of 0.5 m and a height and depth of

0.1 m. It is fixed at one end by connecting it to a set of fixed

position boundary particles using lattice interconnects and then

disabling all SPH interactions. The simulation occurs over 3
s, with the point force P being linearly increased from 0 N to

10 N over the first 2 s and then held at 10 N, the time-stepping

coefficient ct is set at 0.06.
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Fig. 5. Initial case for minke whale impact, SPH fluid properties and rigid
turbine set up defined. The three distinct areas of the whales makeup are also
shown.

reassurance that the method is a suitable approach for future

work.

Fig. 6. Six time-steps from the minke turbine impact case. Particles are
coloured according to velocity, pressure values are omitted due to the arbitrary
nature of the case.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A method named SPH-LSM has been presented, this pro-

vides a way to integrate a particle based elastic simulation

technique named lattice spring modelling (LSM) with the

weakly-compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)

method. SPH-LSM, as presented here, has been designed

specifically for calculation using a graphics process unit (GPU)

and as such includes a number of modelling simplifications,

which are detailed. Testing of the elastic LSM method is

provided in the form of a 3-D beam deflection case where

results compare favourably against Timoshenko beam theory

and show a level of convergence based on particle spacing.

Full testing of the SPH-LSM method is provided in the form

of a complex scenario involving a multi-material, realistically

modelled, minke whale and its impact with a rotating turbine

whilst both are submerged in fluid. This offers a demonstration

of the methods suitability for future investigation.
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